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ABSTRACT

Albarubens mission is to help industry to build safe, durable, cost-effective products, adherent to state-of-the-art in technological content, always respecting
human life and our planet environment.
Our contribution is to test, to inspect, to certify products before their mass production, avoiding the manufacturers to produce resources-consuming items,
not fitted to their scope and not compliant to standards, regulation and good practices.
We believe in excellence, to be reached with hard job, scientific research, international cooperation and accreditation.
Our main skill is related to explosion proof equipments and components for the mobility industry, but we are able to examine a variety of different
equipments. It derives from our history: we started designing testing equipments, we continue offering tests to the market.
Our market is the whole world; we ensure access to our services without regards to provenience, economic and opportunity evaluations.

THESE ARE OUR STEPS:

A. scientific and experimental research, both on physic of measurements and their technical implementation;
B. participation to round-robin circuits to ensure the comparability of the results;
C. participation to national and international technical committees, merging our experience to all involved people;
D. internal quality system, to organise our job, compliant to international standards;
E. prevention of common errors (i.e. measurement or evaluation) and less common ones, like bureaucracy and self-reference.

THESE ARE OUR DAY-BY-DAY GUIDELINES:

1. ethic conscience: we are helping people and world;
2. full compliance to regulations and standards, participating to standards development;
3. full client satisfaction, when compatible to rigor on results;
4. correct definition of requirements, high confidence on results;
5. continuous training of operators, to grant capability on science, operation, evaluation;
6. availability of efficient infrastructure, equipments, procedures;
7. operating quality system, always monitoring the real-job processes;

THE MANAGEMENT ENSURES THE RESULTS BY MEAN OF:

a) continuous development of the skills, the processes, the equipments, the accreditation, the cooperation to other organizations;
b) the availability of technical and economical resources;
c) programmed investments on equipments and training;
d) weekly meetings to examine the state of the jobs, the quality system procedures and documentation, any other difficulties if any;
e) the assessment of the adequacy of the system, the compliance with the relevant standards and targets and performance indicators of processes
identified through the execution of internal audits and management reviews.
f) the awareness and involvement of all the personnel in charge of the testing activities for the correct knowledge, application and, where applicable,
improvement of quality documentation through the implementation of policies and procedures in their work
The management also ensures the integrity of the system, especially in case of modification in the Quality Management System. These changes are always
implementes in controlled way.
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THE CLIENT RELATIONSHIP IS BASED UPON:

i. reciprocal trust;
ii. correct and quick commercial offers, available worldwide via web;
iii. guidance to choice of appropriate services only;
iv. rigor on schedule, budget, confidence on results;
v. capability of correct explanation of non-conformity, when existing;
vi. non-disclosure of reserved information;
vii. payment policies designed to separate technical results from financial interests;
viii. total transparency using web-based real time activities tracking;
ix. impartial performance

LABORATORY

The gravity centre, because scientific activities always start from test and experimentation. The goal is to perform tests, evaluations and calibrations, with
regards to new technologies. Three test main families: safety, durability, performances. Albarubens continuously improves its laboratory, gaining experience
from its job and other connected labs. The lab is completed by internal Research and Development department, capable to develop new equipments and
new procedures.

INFRASTRUCTURE

Infrastructure is not the objective, but it's necessary to reach it. The laboratory, the office, the tools have to be efficient, with the only reasonable budget
limitations.
It includes the web-based services, the internal data-base, the processes, the language, all oriented to a world-wide service.
The logistic is designed to be easy-to-use and easy-to-reach, both for employed and clients.
"Safety first", security everywhere it's possible.

ACCREDITATION

Albarubens operates a quality management system for its activities, compliant to the ISO/IEC 17025:2017 international standard
It's accredited inside ILAC systrem by the US organization named A2LA.

THE QUALITY SYSTEM IS:

a) alive;
b) continuously improved;
c) strictly adherent to real activity;
d) unique for each accreditation system;
e) unique for all the sites;

Albarubens never declares as accredited not officially approved activities.
All the Albarubens staff adheres to a specific Ethical Statement.

HISTORY

Albarubens was born in 2003, joining the experience of other previus companies. Particularly "THEIS", founded in 1994 to develop testing JIG.
The first business was the development of test and measurement equipments, mainly electro-optical ones. Internal resources for electronics, software,
firmware, mechanical and optical design.
The design activity was completed by "core compliance" verification, such as the compliace to European Directives and international standards.
This experience produced the capability to build practically all the laboratory equipments, also very particular ones.
Since 2004 we are inspectors for 94/9/EC-ATEX Directive, operating inside the CEC consortium.
2008: stopped the original designing activity, we started the new laboratory capable to perform practically all electrical and environmental tests.
2009: the lab obtained the first ISO/IEC17025 accreditation for photovoltaic; TL inside IECEE scheme from 2011 to 2015.
2014: completed the ISO/IEC17025 accreditation for all the EX and climatic tests.
2016: accredited as Certification Body for the new 2014/34/EU-ATEX Directive, notified for European Union inside NANDO system.
2020: stopped the certification activity, Albarubens is now free to operate as testing laboratory with all the other Notified Bodies

FINANCING SOURCES

The financial needs of Albarubens are covered by its own funds, deriving exclusively from the fees received from customers for testing, training and

http://www.albarubens.it/tcpdf/IntDoc.php?p=34127667088927
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certification activities.
Albarubens does not receive any financing from third parties, either public or private; this ensures complete independence, guaranteeing total impartiality.
The annual financial statements of Albarubens, which is a limited liability company, are published annually at the Varese-Italy Chamber of Commerce
(register VA-286283) and are available on request.

This declaration is yearly reviewed
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